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The magnetic field dependence of the critical current is studied in single-crystal samples of the weak pinning
type-II superconductor 2H-NbSe2 in the high-temperature and the low-field region of the (H,T) space. The
experimental results demonstrate various pinning regimes: a collective pinned quasiordered solid in the
intermediate-field range that is destabilized in favor of disordered vortex phases in both high fields nearHc2

and at low fields nearHc1. The temperature evolution of the pinning behavior demonstrates how the amor-
phous limit~where the correlation volume is nearly field independent! is approached around the so-called nose
region of the reentrant peak-effect boundary. In the high-field regime the rapid approach to the amorphous limit
naturally yields a peak effect, i.e., a peak in the critical current. In the low-field regime the crossover to the
individual pinning regime gives rise to a ‘‘plateau effect.’’ We show that with increasing effective pinning the
peak effect shifts away fromHc2 and resembles a ‘‘fishtail’’ anomaly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The role of thermal fluctuations and quenched disord
i.e., the pinning centers, on the vortex matter in type-II
perconductors is a subject of current interest.1–5 Enhanced
thermal fluctuations cause the melting of an ideal flux l
lattice ~FLL! into a vortex liquid phase for the high-Tc cu-
prate ~HTSC! systems.6,7 At a given temperature, a vorte
liquid phase is theoretically expected not only at high fie
but also at low fields, i.e., a reentrant liquid phase at l
induction.8 The pinning centers are expected to add m
variety to the above clean system phase diagram in the f
of novel pinned vortex phases.2–4,9,10 The nature of these
phases and the transformations amongst them remain a
controversial subject. In the context of reentrant nature of
FLL melting line, the observation of a reentrant locus of t
peak-effect~PE! phenomenon~for dilute flux lines! in the
low-Tc superconductor 2H-NbSe2 remains a particularly in-
triguing result.11 The peak effect phenomenon12 is the occur-
rence of an anomalous enhancement of the critical cur
density, i.e., the pinning force per flux line, at high fiel
near the normal-state phase boundary~the Hc2 line! in low-
Tc systems and nearly coincident with the melting line in t
HTSC’s.13 The exact causes of the peak effect a
uncertain,14–16 but it is widely regarded as the result of
rapid softening of the lattice and the occurrence of pla
deformations14 and proliferation of topological defects10,15 in
the FLL. The lattice is expected to be amorphous at a
above the peak position inJc .10,17

Recent theoretical work has drawn attention to the po
bility of pinning induced glassy phase~s! in the vortex phase
diagram.2–4 Since the advent of high-Tc era, much of the
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~17!/11838~8!/$15.00
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experimental efforts have focused on the characteristics
the dense vortex phases,9,18,19 for which a different type of
critical current density anomaly, termed the fishtail effe
~FE! or the second magnetization peak, has been witness9

The nomenclature of the FE relates to a characteristic sh
of the isothermal dc magnetization hysteresis loop. The
amounts to a broad maximum inJc located far away from
Hc2; this is in contrast to the conventional PE, which occu
close toHc2. How the two apparently distinct anomalou
variations inJc , the PE and the FE, are related to each ot
remains a subject of active study.

On the other hand, relatively little is experimental
known about the dilute vortex phases.4,20 A recent theoretical
picture4 proposes that the addition of pinning yields a ‘‘r
entrant glass’’ at low densities, analogous to the low-den
vortex liquid phase in the pinning-free case.8 This raises the
question of how the experimentally observed11 reentrance of
the peak-effect boundary in NbSe2 relates to the so-called
reentrant liquid8 or glassy phase.4

In this paper we focus on the magnetic field depende
of the critical current in the high-temperature–low-field r
gion of the (H,T) space in single-crystal samples
2H-NbSe2. We show explicitly how the pinning evolve
from a regime of individual pinning or small bundle pinnin
to the more collective pinning regime with varyingH andT.
We track their evolution in samples with different amoun
of quenched random disorder and also by exploiting the
trinsic anisotropy of the hexagonal system 2H-NbSe2. These
results provide a scenario that mimics the evolution of
characteristics of the critical current density with increas
effective pinning, as reported in the cuprates in the lo
temperature–high-field region18,19 and in an A-15
11 838 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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superconductor,19 when the quenched disorder was increas
externally. The results in 2H-NbSe2 crystals also explicitly
show the nature of a disordering process of the FLL at l
fields, which we now propose is actually better described
a ‘‘plateau effect’’ that occurs more conspicuously in mor
strongly pinned samples. In addition, these results also de
eate the regime where a collectively pinned ordered vo
phase exists and specifically bring out how an amorph
phasesurroundsand/orswampsthis ordered regime aroun
the so-called ‘‘nose’’ of the peak-effect boundary.11

II. EXPERIMENT

We have extracted the field dependence of critical curr
densityJc(H) ~for Hic) in two types of single crystals o
2H-NbSe2 @to be designated as X~Ref. 14! and Y ~Ref. 10!,
respectively# either by directly relatingJc(H) to the width of
the isothermal magnetization loop or by analyzing the
phase and out-of-phase ac susceptibility data21 within the
framework of the critical state model.22,23 The isothermal dc
magnetization hysteresis measurements were performed
commercial quantum design superconducting quant
interference device~SQUID! magnetometer with a 2 cmfull
scan length and/or a 4 cm‘‘half-scan technique’’ prescribed
by Ravikumaret al.,24 whereas the in-phase and out-of-pha
ac susceptibility data with different ac amplitudes were m
sured using a home-built system. The crystal piece X~di-
mensions 431.7430.18 mm3) with Tc(0)'7.22 K and re-
sistivity ratio R300 K/R8 K of 20 is similar to the one utilized
by Higgins and Bhattacharya14 in their electrical transpor
experiments. The sample Y~dimensions 53230.2 mm3)
with Tc(0)'7.17 K and with resistivity ratioR300 K/R8 K of
16 ~Ref. 11! is slightly more strongly pinned than crystal X
However, the locus of peak temperaturesTp(H) in this spe-
cific sample shows a reentrant characteristic11,21 below a
field value of 150 Oe at a reduced temperature@ t
5T/Tc(0)# of about 0.98 in the ‘‘nose’’ region. We hav
verified that there is a satisfactory agreement between thJc
values~at low fields and close to the nose temperature
gion! estimated from the width of the dc magnetization hy
teresis data and those estimated from an analysis of in-p
and out-of-phase ac susceptibility data.18,19,22A simple way
to estimateJc from the in-phase ac susceptibility data21 is the
generalized critical-state model relationship:22

x8;211
ahac

Jc~H !
. ~1!

In this relation,a is a geometrical factor that depends up
the size, shape, and orientation of a given specimen w
respect to the applied fieldH. It can be determined for eac
circumstance by comparing estimates ofJc(H) by different
procedures and/or directly measured values of trans
Jc(H,T). Note that a small uncertainty in the absolute valu
of critical current densities in different crystals does not
fluence the primary objective of the present paper, in wh
we shall attempt to bring out the characteristic features in
evolution of pinning behavior in different circumstances
examining thenormalized valuesof current density. In the
field-temperature region of our present interest,Jc(H,T) val-
ues in crystal X are in the range of 104–106 A/m2, whereas
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those in the crystal Y are about five times larger. The res
ing values of the ratio ofJc(H,T) to J0(T), the latter being
the depairing current density, are in the range 1024–1023,
which confirm the weak pinning status of the crystals un
investigations.

In addition, we have utilized the anisotropy of the he
agonal 2H-NbSe2 by examining the changes in the chara
teristics of magnetization hysteresis loops as the applied fi
orients away from thec axis of the crystal. For such a
angular dependence study, we utilized a larger sized cry
~dimensions 53430.45 mm3) with Tc(0)'7.25 K. At low
fields (H,200 Oe) and high temperatures, i.e., for 0.
,T/Tc(0),1, the locus oftp(H) @5Tp(H)/Tc(0)# values
~for Hic) in this sample~designated Y8) displays behavior
similar to that being reported in the crystal Y.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Isothermal critical current density Jc„H … for H ic

Figure 1 summarizes theJc vs H data (Hic) for the crys-
tals X and Y in two sets of log-log plots in the temperatu
regions close to the respectiveTc(0) values. The peaks in
Jc(H) occur at fields (Hp) less than 1 kOe@see insets in
Figs. 1~c! and 1~g! for tp(H) curves in X and Y, respec
tively#.

We first focus on the shapes of theJc(H) curves@cf. Figs.
1~a!–1~d!# in the cleanest crystal X. In Fig. 1~a!, the three
regimes~marked I, II, and III in the figure! of Jc(H), at a
reduced temperaturet'0.973, can be summarized as fo
lows: ~1! At the lowest fields (H;10 Oe),Jc varies weakly
with field ~region I!, as expected in individual pinning o
small bundle pinning regime, noted earlier also by Dua
et al.25 and Marchevsky.26 ~2! Above a threshold field value
marked by an arrow,Jc(H) variation ~in region II! closely
follows the archetypal collective pinning power-law25 depen-
dence (;1/H). ~3! This power-law regime terminates at th
onset~marked by another arrow! position of the peak-effec
phenomenon~region III!. On increasing the temperature@see
Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! for the data att50.973 and 0.994, re-
spectively#, the following trends are immediately apparen
~1! The peak effect becomes progressively shallower, i.e.,
ratio of Jc(H) at the peak position to that at the onset of t
PE becomes smaller. For instance, the ratio has a valu
about 8 att50.973 and it reduces to a value of 3.5 att
50.994.~2! The power-law region shrinks. For example, t
field interval between the pair of arrows~identifying the
power-law region! spans from 10 Oe to about 500 Oe att
50.973 in Fig. 1~a!, whereas att50.996 in Fig. 1~c!, the
power-law regime terminates near 40 Oe. Also, the slo
value of linear variation of log10Jc vs log10H in the latter
case is somewhat smaller. At still higher temperatures@see,
for instance, Fig. 1~d! at 0.997#, the power-law region is
nearly invisible and the anomalous PE peak cannot be
tinctly identified anymore, as only a residual shoulder s
vives.

In contrast, the second set of plots@see Figs. 1~e!–1~~h!#
in the crystal Y show a somewhat different behavior,
though the overall evolution in the shapes ofJc(H) curves is
generically the same. In Fig. 1~e!, at a reduced temperatur
t'0.965, one can see the same power-law regime as in
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FIG. 1. Log-log plots ofJc vs H(ic) at se-
lected temperatures in crystals X and Y
2H-NbSe2. The three different pinning regime
~I, II, and III! have been identified att50.973 in
crystal X in ~a!. The insets in~c! and ~g! display
the PE curvetp(H) @5Tp(H)/Tc(0)# and the
superconductor-normal phase boundarytc(H)
@5Tc(H)/Tc(0)# in crystals X and Y, respec-
tively ~Ref. 11!. The marked data points on th
PE curves in each of these insets identify the
duced temperatures at whichJc(H) data have
been displayed in~a!–~d! and in ~e!–~h!. The
Jc(H) plot at t50.997 in crystal X in~d! and that
at t50.982 in crystal Y in~h! show that the peak
effect cannot be identified distinctly at the corr
sponding temperatures. Note the location of the
two reduced temperature values in the insets
~c! and~g!, respectively; they lie near the ‘‘nose’
region of the respectivetp(H) curves.
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1~a!, but as the extrapolated dotted line shows,Jc(H) departs
from the power-law behavior in the low-field region~i.e., for
H,200 Oe). As the field decreases below 200 Oe, the
rent density in crystal Y (t50.965) starts to increase mor
rapidly ~than that given by the power law! towards the back-
ground saturation limit~i.e., the current density at the lowe
field end!. As compared to the crystal Y, the approach
background saturation limit occurs at a much lower fie
(H,10 Oe) in crystal X. The smooth crossover to ind
vidual or small bundle pinning regime, as seen in crystal
has therefore added on an additional characteristic in
crystal Y. Further, with increasing temperature, the pow
law regime in crystal Y shrinks faster than that in sample
@cf. Fig. 1~e! at t50.965 and Fig. 1~f! at t50.973#, leaving
only a rather featureless monotonicJc(H) behavior up to the
highest fields@cf. Figs. 1~g! and 1~h!#. Note also that the
limiting value of the reduced temperature up to which t
power-law regime along with the PE peak survives in crys
Y is smaller than that in crystal X. In crystal Y, the PE pe
can be distinctly discerned only up tot50.977, whereas in
crystal X it can be seen even up tot50.994. Recalling that
crystal Y is more strongly pinned than crystal X, the abo
observation reaffirms the notion11 that the progressive en
hancement in effective pinning~which occurs as we go from
sample X to Y! shrinks the (H,T) region over which the
vortex matter responds like an elastically pinned vortex
tice.
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B. Evolution in pinning characteristic through plots of Jc„b…

Küpfer et al.19 had drawn attention to the evolution i
pinning behavior in weakly pinned crystals of YBa2Cu3O72d
and V3Si via plots of current density versus normalized fie
H/Hirr , where Hirr is the irreversibility field ~as H
→Hirr , Jc→0). In analogy with this work, we consider
instructive to view plots of normalized values of current de
sity Jc(H)/Jc(H50) versus reduced fieldb (5H/Hc2) at
different temperatures in our crystals of NbSe2. In these
crystals, the peak effect and the irreversibility line are
cated very close to the upper critical field@Hc2(T)# line. In
view of the fact thatJc(H50) increases as temperature d
creases, the normalization ofJc(H) by Jc(0) implicitly takes
into account the overall effect of the change in temperatu
Another motivation for plotting the current density versusb
stems from the dependence of shear (c66) and tilt (c44) elas-
tic moduli of triangular FLL on the reduced field at a give
temperature.12,27,28The competition between elasticity of th
FLL and pinning governs the correlation volumeVc of the
Larkin domain, which relates inversely toJc as27

HJc;An f2

Vc
, ~2!

wheren is the density of pins andf represents the strength o
elementary pinning interaction.
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FIG. 2. Log-log plots of Jc(H)/Jc(0) vs
H/Hc2(T) for Hic at selected temperatures i
crystals X and Y of 2H-NbSe2. The PE region
has been identified at the lowest reduced te
perature for crystals X and Y in~a! and in ~b!,
respectively. The normalized current densi
reaches upto a limiting value at the peak of t
PE. This limiting value is marked as the amo
phous limit in~b!. The insets~i! and~ii ! in ~a! and
insets~iii ! and~iv! in ~b! showRc /a0 vs H at two
sets of reduced temperatures in crystals X and
respectively. The amorphous limit ofRc /a0,
which corresponds to its field-independent val
at a high temperature (t50.982 in crystal Y!, has
been identified in the inset~iv! of ~b!. Note that
Rc /a0 at H5Hp in the inset~i! in ~a! and in inset
~iii ! in ~b! reaches the respective field
independent limiting value~see text for details!.
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Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show the resulting plots o
Jc(H)/Jc(0) in crystals X and Y of 2H-NbSe2 at selected
temperatures. The evolution ofJc(H) curves in these two
sets of plots and its commonality with similar sets of plots
the cases of cuprate superconductor YBa2Cu3O72d ~Refs. 18
and 19! and theA15 alloy V3Si ~Ref. 19! now become very
apparent. Note first, that in crystal X@see Fig. 2~a!#, the
departure from the collective pinning behavior occurs
smaller values of the reduced field as the temperature
creases. For example, in Fig. 2~a! at t50.973, the departure
from the power-law response occurs aroundb50.71, while
at t50.996, this departure occurs atb50.134. At the highest
temperatures~for instance,t50.996 andt50.997), the con-
ventional sharp peak effect evolves into a broad hump a
from the correspondingHc2 value @cf. Fig. 2~a! and Fig.
1~d!#, reminiscent of the FE. The evolution ofJc(H) curves
from the PE to the FE in crystals of YBa2Cu3O72d and V3Si
has been reported to occur either by progressive increas
pinning centers19 or by progressive decrease in temperat
for a given amount ofd in YBa2Cu3O72d ,18,19 in marked
contrast to that by the increase in temperature as in
present case of NbSe2. It is nevertheless reasonable to su
gest that the vortex matter becomes amorphous in the
region of the broad hump, and consequently the correla
t
n-

y

in
e

e
-
ld
n

volumeVc does not vary significantly in this region. Thus,
such a regime@e.g., curves att50.997 andt50.982 in Figs.
2~a! and 2~b!, respectively# the pinning is expected to trac
the field dependence of the elementary pinning interactiof
in Eq. ~2!. It is pertinent to point out here that at temper
tures, where the PE is very pronounced,Jc(H) rises from its
smallest value in the collective pinning regime at the onse
the PE to reach its overall amorphous limit at the peak po
tion @cf. curves fromt50.973 to 0.990 in Fig. 2~a! and those
from t50.965 to 0.973 in Fig. 2~b!#, as proposed in the origi
nal Larkin-Ovchinnikov~LO! scenario.27 The Jc(H) curves
for the more strongly pinned crystal Y approach the in
vidual pinning limit faster than those in crystal X@compare
curves att50.965 to 0.982 in Fig. 2~b! with those att
50.973 and 0.983 in Fig. 2~a!#.

The above description leads us to propose that at a g
temperature, the entire field span is subdivided into th
primary pinning regimes: the single-particle or small-bund
regime at low fields, a collective pinning of an ordered latti
regime at intermediate fields, and finally the departure b
to a single-particle or amorphous regime at high fields@as
marked by arrow at the onset of the PE in Figs. 2~a! and
2~b!#. It is also obvious that the vortex system fails to rea
the intermediate regimes of the collectively pinned orde
lattice at high temperatures very close toTc(0).
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C. Angular dependence of critical current density and its
relationship with evolution in pinning behavior

The evolution of pinning crossovers in 2H-NbSe2 system
can also be elucidated by examining the changes in the s
of the magnetization hysteresis loop as thec axis of the
single crystal orients away from the direction of the appl
field. In such a circumstance, the thermal energy rema
fixed, but the field span over which the effects of interact
~leading to collective pinning regime! can dominate expand
as a consequence of an increase inHc2, following the aniso-
tropic Ginzburg-Landau formalism relationship:

Hc25Hc2~ ic,T!@sin2~u!1e2 cos2~u!#21/2, ~3!

wheree5Hc2(ic)/Hc2(iab) andu is the angle between th
applied fieldH and theab plane of the single crystal o
NbSe2.1,14 As u changes fromp/2 towards 0,Hc2 increases
from Hc2(ic,T) to Hc2(iab,T), and simultaneously the pea
field Hp(u) also increases as the ratioHp(u)/Hc2(u) re-
mains nearly invariant.14 The increase in the peak field i
turn also implies that the field span over which the collect
pinning power law behavior holds would expand. For
stance, Figs. 3~a!–3~c! display M -H loops fromu5p/2 to
u5p/3 at T57.0 K in crystal Y8 of 2H-NbSe2. Note the
qualitative difference in the shapes of the two loops in Fi
3~a! and 3~c!. Its significance could become apparent fro
the plots of normalized values of hysteresis width ver
respective reduced fields.

Figure 4 summarizes the angular dependence of the
malized magnetization data as log-log plots, following t
prescription of Fig. 2. It is apparent that in theM -H loop for

FIG. 3. The panels~a! to ~c! show the portions of the forward
(2Hmax to 1Hmax) and the reverse (1Hmax to 2Hmax) magneti-
zation hysteresis curves atT57.0 K at three orientations of the
crystal Y8 of NbSe2.
pe
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Hic at 7 K @see Fig. 3~a!#, the collective pinning power-law
regime sandwiched between the individual pinning limit
the low-field end and the amorphous limit near theHc2 end
cannot be distinctly delineated. ThisM -H loop reminds us of
the fishtail effect. However, as the angleu reachesp/3 @see
the evolution of behavior in Fig. 4 and theM -H loop in Fig.
3~c!#, the three regimes can be easily identified. These c
respond to the conventional peak effect nearHc2, the
interaction-dominated collective pinning power-law region
intermediate fields, and the pinning-induced rapid appro
to the individual pinning limit at low fields~which accounts
for the reentrant characteristic in the PE curve!. The solid
line and the dashed line drawn for the curve atu5p/3 in
Fig. 4 help to focus on areverseamorphization process a
the vortex matter enters the dilute regime@FLL constanta0
of 3500 Å atH'200 Oe exceeds the penetration depthlab
of 3000 Å at t50.97 ~Ref. 29!# from the ordered elastic
vortex solid regime while decreasing the field. At this jun
ture, it is tempting to draw an analogy between the Ging
and Huse4 scenario~of an elastically deformed pinned vorte
lattice state sandwiched between the higher-density vo
glass phase and the very-low-density ‘‘reentrant glass’’ sta!
and our experimental observation of a collectively pinn
quasiordered vortex state sandwiched between a highly
centrated amorphous vortex state and a very dilute di
dered vortex array in the~nearly! individual pinning regime.
To reiterate the crossover from collective pinning regime
each of the other two regimes results in an anomalous
crease inJc values. In the case of the upper PE anomaly,

FIG. 4. Display of the normalized values of the width of ma
netization hysteresis loop vsH/Hc2(u) on a log-log plot for various
values ofu. In the curve corresponding tou560° (p/3), the two
arrows mark the power-law regime. The extrapolated solid l
passing through the data points in the power-law regime and
dotted line passing through the data point in the field region be
the lower limit of the power-law regime demonstrates the surfac
of the low field anomaly, i.e.,the plateau effectphenomenon.
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Jc(H) rapidly declines from the peak position of the PE d
to a collapse of the strengthf of individual pins@cf. Eq. ~2!#
while approaching the normal state. On the other hand, in
case of thereverseanomaly, from the position of the hum
~see, for instance, the shaded portion in Fig. 4 correspon
to the curve foru5p/3), theJc(H) values smoothly cross
over and approach the individual pinning limit. Therefo
we propose that the crossover to an individual pinning lim
~i.e., reverse anomaly! is better termed the ‘‘plateau effect.

D. Estimation of correlation lengths

The volumeVc of a Larkin domain within which vortices
remain well correlated is usually written as,Vc5Rc

2Lc ,
where Rc and Lc are radial and longitudinal correlatio
lengths for the flux line lattice. OnceJc(H) is determined in
a crystal to which the LO~Ref. 27! collective pinning de-
scription applies, the correlation lengths,Rc andLc , can in
principle be computed@see Eq.~2!# asLc andRc are related
to each other through the ratio of elastic modulic44 and
c66.12,27

It is useful to view@see insets~i! and~ii ! in Figs. 2~a! and
insets~iii ! and~iv! in Fig. 2~b!# the computations ofRc vs H
in crystals X and Y at temperatures corresponding to the
extreme behaviors of current density data in the main pa
of Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. These computations have been ma
using respectiveJc(H) values in crystals X and Y and fol
lowing the two- and three-dimensional~2D and 3D! collec-
tive pinning analysis made by Angurelet al.23 as per their
Eqs. ~7! and ~8!. It was surmised by them23 and we have
confirmed29 by estimating the longitudinal correlation leng
Lc from Jc(0) data in crystal X~Ref. 14! that the 2D collec-
tive pinning description~for which Lc.thickness of the
sample! is more appropriate for crystal X. On the other han
our estimates ofLc show29 that the 3D collective pinning
scenario prevails in crystal Y. The analysis indeed finds@cf.
data in insets in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!# that the values of the
ratio Rc /a0 in crystal X att50.983 are larger than those i
the more strongly pinned crystal Y at a comparable value
t. TheRc /a0 values in crystals X and Y also appear reaso
able in the context of estimates ofRc /a0 reported by An-
gurel et al.23 in much more strongly pinned crystals o
2H-NbSe2. We note further that the ratio ofRc /a0 starts to
collapse atHp

onset @see inset~i! in Fig. 2~a! as well as inset
~iii ! in Fig. 2~b!#, and at the peak fieldHp , it approaches the
amorphous limit as given by its estimate shown in inset~ii !
in Fig. 2~a! or inset~iv! in Fig. 2~b!. Note that in inset~i! in
Fig. 2~a!, Rc /a0;2 at H5Hp for crystal Y, whereas
Rc /a0;5 at H5Hp in crystal X in inset~iii ! in Fig. 2~b!;
these estimates are at present just at an order of magn
level. They are based on a collective pinning prescript
whose validity between the onset and peak positions of
PE still remains to be established. The central observatio
that in a given sample, the current density atH5Hp is of the
same order as the current density in the amorphous limit,
when Jc(H) is nearly field independent far belowHc2 and
does not display a collective pinning power-law behavior
at t50.997 in sample X and att50.982 in sample Y.
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IV. CONSTRUCTION OF THE VORTEX PHASE DIAGRAM

It is instructive to collate in Fig. 5 the domains of a co
lectively pinned ordered state~cf. power-law regimes in
Figs. 1 and 2! as distinct from the high-field conventional P
region and the low-field individual pinning limit~i.e., the
plateau effect! region in crystals X and Y of 2H-NbSe2. In
the magnetic phase diagrams shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!,
the field-temperature region between the start of the PE
the Hc2(T) line has been filled with dotted lines and term
as amorphousregion, whereas the lower field~individual!
pinning-dominated region has been shaded with solid li
and termed asreentrant disordered. The so-calledamor-
phousand reentrant disorderedregions overlap and form a

FIG. 5. Vortex phase diagrams in the low-field–hig
temperature~i.e., H,1 kOe and 0.95,T/Tc(0),1.0) region in
crystals X and Y of 2H-NbSe2. The region between the onset o
conventional peak effect phenomenon (Hp

onset) and the
superconductor-normal phase boundary (Hc2) has been filled with
dotted lines, whereas the low-field region below the start of pow
law behavior inJc(H) ~see Fig. 1! has been shaded with solid line
The filled triangle data points identify the limiting fields abov
which power-law behavior prevails@see, for instance, Figs. 1~a! and
1~b!#. Note that the collectively pinned quasiordered lattice reg
appears sandwiched between the so-called reentrant disordere
gion and the amorphous region for 0.97,t,0.995 in crystal X in
~a! and for 0.96,t,0.98 in crystal Y in~b!. The curvesHp

onset in
~a! and ~b! correspond to the temperatures of the onset of the p
effect in isofieldxac8 (T) scans as reported by Banerjeeet al. in Ref.
11. The filled inverted triangle data points identify the fields cor
sponding to the upper ends of collectively pinned power-law beh
ior as shown in Figs. 1~a!–1~c! and 1~e!–1~g! for samples X and Y,
respectively. Note that such fields are consistent with the respec
Hp

onset lines, keeping in view the probable error bars on each of
data points. For the sake of completeness, the lower critical fi
Hc1(T) line ~Ref. 11! has also been drawn in each of the pha
diagrams.
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continuum in the neighborhood of the nose region of the
curve @recall tp(H) curves in the insets of Figs. 1~c! and
1~g!#. Thus, the phase diagrams in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! further
clarify how the enhancement in quenched random inhomo
nities, as measured by the increase inJc values, shrinks the
domain of the collectively pinned and the elastically d
formed ordered state in the field-temperature region wh
the interplay between thermal fluctuations and pinning
fects predominates. At temperatures above the nose reg
the combination of the thermal fluctuations and the pinn
centers destabilizes the ordered lattice over the entire fi
regime.

V. CONCLUSION

To conclude, we have demonstrated the evolution of
pinning behavior through the isothermalJc(H) in the high-
temperature part of the (H,T) phase diagram in weak pin
ning samples of 2H-NbSe2. The results show that the collec
tively pinned vortex solid~presumably akin to a Bragg
glass2! is destabilized at both high and low fields. At hig
fields, the critical current increases rapidly to merge with
amorphous limit, and it then decreases rapidly with furth
increase inH due primarily to the collapse of the pinnin
parameterf in Eq. ~2!, resulting in a conventional peak ef
fect. At higher temperatures, the peak effect moves aw
from Hc2 in the reduced~temperature/field! scale and be-
comes a broader anomaly, strongly resembling a fishtail
fect. At low fields, on the other hand, the critical curre
increases rapidly to merge with the amorphous limit whic
by contrast, is a weakly-field-dependent individual pinni
regime and we have designated this as a plateau effec
,
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In

some circumstances, all these effects can be identified
distinct features lying in juxtaposition to each other, where
in others they are admixed in a manner that the regime
stability of an ordered vortex lattice becomes obscure. T
latter kind of behavior has often been reported in recent ye
in a variety of HTSC’s over a very wide field-temperatur
span unlike in 2H-NbSe2 where such a behavior is seen in
very limited field-temperature region nearTc(0).

Both the peak effect and the plateau effect mark an am
phization of vortex matter at the high-field and low-field lim
its, respectively. The resulting ‘‘phase diagram’’ of differen
pinning behavior elucidates the details of the reentrance p
nomenon of the peak effect observed earlier11 in constantH
and varyingT measurements. We caution that the line~s!
drawn in Fig. 5 imply a change in pinning regime~across
such a boundary!.1,18 Whether they also represent thermod
namic transformations cannot be determined from the m
surements reported here. Further work is needed to settle
issue. Finally, we note that Paltielet al.30 have drawn atten-
tion to the importance of surface barriers at low fields
crystals of 2H-NbSe2. In the field-temperature region of ou
present work, the shape of theM -H loops~see, for instance,
Fig. 3! suggests that the surface barrier effects are not pro
nent.
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